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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

TERMLY THEME/S

ENGLISH

MATHEMATICS
pupils across the school work
through the same unit topics activities are differentiated to
meet their individual needs

AUTUMN TERM 2017

SPRING TERM 2018

SUMMER TERM 2018

Homes - God’s dream for every family.

Journeys - Christian family’s journey with Jesus.

Energy – Gifts of the Holy Spirit.

Promises - promises made at Baptism.

Listening and Sharing – Jesus gives Himself to
us in a special way / the Word of God and sharing
in Holy Communion.

Choices - Sacrament of Reconciliation

Visitors – Advent / waiting for the coming of
Jesus.
Judaism – how the Jewish people express their
love of God.

Giving All - Lent, a time to remember Jesus’ total
giving.

Sikhism - the important things Sikhs believe /
symbols of Sikhism.

Healthy Me

Once Upon A Time

Special Places – Holy places for Jesus and the
Christians.

Italy

Mighty Mountains
Narrative

Poetry, Adventure Stories
Non-Fiction

Instructions

Non-fiction Reports

Narrative – adventure and mystery stories, myths
and legends, dialogue and plays.
Poetry – language play.

Narrative – dialogue and plays.

 Place value - reading, writing, comparing and
ordering numbers
 Measuring - using and converting between mm
/cm/m
 Addition & Subtraction - mental and formal
written methods
 Measuring - reading scales - thermometers,
force meters, weighing scales, etc
 Division and multiplication - practical and mental
methods
 Fractions - recognise and write fractions of
amounts and objects
 Shape - name and draw 2D shapes and know
their properties

 Securing number facts and relationships –
including investigations and algebra
 Addition & Subtraction methods – including
money problems
 Division and multiplication (practical and mental
methods)
 Problem solving with fractions
 Measurement – time and perimeter
 Geometry – 2D shape, angles, parallel and
perpendicular lines
 Statistics – pictograms, bar graphs, Venn and
Carroll Diagrams

 Place value – including measurement
 Addition & Subtraction – problem solving with
mental and formal written methods
 Division and multiplication – practical problem
solving and mental methods, including remainders
 Measurement – practical measurement activities
 Calculations with fractions – addition and
subtraction, including links to decimals
 Geometry – 2D and 3D shape
 Investigations and problem solving

Non-fiction – instructions / information texts.
Poetry – shape poetry.
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SCIENCE

COMPUTING

AUTUMN TERM 2017

SPRING TERM 2018

SUMMER TERM 2018

Animals, including humans - children will
identify that animals, including humans, need the
right types of nutrition, identify that humans and
some other animals have skeletons and muscles for
support, protection and movement.
Rocks - children will compare and group together
different kinds of rocks on the basis of their
appearance and simple physical properties, describe
in simple terms how fossils are formed when things
that have lived are trapped within rock and
recognise that soils are made from rocks and
organic matter.

Forces and Magnets - children experience forces,
including attraction and repulsion between
magnets. They learn that these forces have
direction and can vary in size. They also learn
which materials are attracted to magnets.
Plants – children will identify and describe the
functions of different parts of flowering plants:
roots, stem/trunk, leaves and flowers, explore the
requirements of plants for life and growth (air,
light, water, nutrients from soil, and room to grow),
investigate the way in which water is transported
within plants, explore the part that flowers play in
the life cycle of flowering plants.

Light - introduces the relationship between light,
an object and the formation of shadows. Children
observe the apparent movement of the Sun and the
associated changes in shadows.

Researching – how to evaluate sources of
information. How to use the internet productively
and safely.

Manipulating Sound - children explore and
develop musical ideas by using ICT and other
methods. They use simple music software, tape
recorders and a keyboard to compose, collect and
communicate their musical ideas.

E- Mails - children learn how to use e-mail to send
and receive electronic messages.

Exploring Simulations - children begin to
understand that computer simulations can
represent real and imaginary situations. They learn
how to explore simulations, explore options and to
test their predictions.

ART and DESIGN

Objects & Meaning - children select, arrange and
present objects in a still-life painting. They develop
skills of observation and recording, and knowledge
and understanding of colour, tone and composition.
Journeys - children explore how signs, symbols
and metaphors can be used to communicate ideas
and meanings about a journey. They produce a
mixed-media work, combining drawing, painting,
collage and print-making techniques.

DESIGN and
TECHNOLOGY

Fruit Kebabs - children learn basic food
preparation techniques and ways of combining
components to create simple food products for a
particular purpose.

Introduction to Databases - children learn to
collect and store information involving more than
two variables. They use a database to answer
simple questions by sorting and finding the top or
bottom and searching in a single field.
Cave Paintings and Stonehenge Art – links to
‘Stone Age to Iron Age’ topic. Pupils to improve
their mastery of art and design techniques,
including drawing, painting and sculpture with a
range of materials [for example, pencil, charcoal,
paint, clay]
Matisse and Monet – plant still life and flower
paintings. Pupils to improve their mastery of art and
design techniques, including drawing, painting and
sculpture with a range of materials [for example,
pencil, charcoal, paint, clay]
Moving Monsters - investigating simple
pneumatic systems and designing and making a
model of a monster that has moving parts and is
controlled by pneumatics.

Combining Text and Graphics - children learn
how to communicate messages by using a
combination of graphics and text. They also learn
the importance of saving their work.

Italian artists – face sculptures, Modigliani and
Da Vinci’s Mona Lisa. Pupils to learn about a range
of the world’s great artists.

No DT to be taught during Summer term
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AUTUMN TERM 2017

SPRING TERM 2018

SUMMER TERM 2018

HISTORY

Changes in Britain from Stone Age to Iron
Age – Aut term – Focus on Stone Age children will learn about the Nedithic hunter – early
farmers and gatherers.

Changes in Britain from Stone Age to Iron
Age – Spring term – Focus on Bronze Age and
Iron Age - children will learn the Bronze Age
(religion, technology and travel) and Iron Age
(farming, art and culture).

The Romans – Children learn about the work of
archaeologists and about the culture and way of life
of Romans who settled in Britain. Children will look
at key events and how the Romans influenced life
today

Mountains and Volcanoes - we will investigate
mountains and volcanoes around the world. We will
find out how they are created and where they are
located.

Map work related to History – Children use
maps and atlases to look at the development and
settlement of the Celts over time

Place Knowledge - Italy – pupils learn about
geographical similarities and differences of human
and physical geography.

Ongoing Skill Development - develops the
singing voice and other essential musical skills.

The Class Orchestra – develops children's ability
to create, combine and perform rhythmic and
melodic material as part of a class performance of a
song.

Play it Again - develops children's ability to create
simple rhythmic patterns and perform them
rhythmically using notation as a support.

GEOGRAPHY

MUSIC

Animal Magic- develops children's ability to
create, perform and analyse short descriptive
compositions that combine sounds, movements and
words.
Gymnastics – create sequences of movement
using strength and suppleness and adapt to suit
different apparatus.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Outdoor Games – striking and fielding skills to
score runs and outwit opposition / rounders.
Dance - Diwali dance / create a sequence of
movements that incorporate Indian dance steps.

Painting With Sound - develops children's ability
to create, perform and analyse expressive
compositions and extend their sound vocabulary.
Gymnastics – create balances with a partner on
floor and bar apparatus.
Outdoor Games - invasion games / simple
attacking and defending tactics, passing, receiving,
dribbling foot skills. Net and wall games / learn
bounce, catch & racket skills.
Dance - ‘Mythological Worlds - improvisation &
performance translating ideas from stimulus to
movement.

Dragon Scales - develops children's ability to
recognise, and use, pentatonic scales and create
short melodies and accompaniments.
Gymnastics – linking movements & balancing.
Outdoor Games - outdoor and adventurous
activities including simple orientation activities using
maps and diagrams.
Athletics - throwing, running & jumping.
Dance - expressing emotions & feelings through
movements & dance.
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TERMLY THEME/S
SOCIAL AND
EMOTIONAL ASPECTS
OF LEARNING (SEAL)
PROGRAMME
PERSONAL, SOCIAL
and
HEALTH EDUCATION

KEEPING CHILDREN SAFE / HEALTHY SCHOOLS
AUTUMN TERM 2017

SPRING TERM 2018

SUMMER TERM 2018

Growing Plants

Why have people invaded
and settled in Britain?

Health and Nutrition

The Environment
New Beginnings
Gifts and Talents

Going for Goals

Relationships

Good to be me

Changes

What makes a healthy lifestyle?

Stranger Danger

Benefits of exercise / healthy eating

People who help me outside of school

Money comes from different sources and can be
used for different purposes

Getting on and falling out
Saying NO to bullying

Bacteria and viruses affect health- following safe
routines can reduce their spread.
Dentist visits school.

E-SAFETY

Pupils to learn how to use technology safely,
respectfully, responsibly and recognise
acceptable/unacceptable behaviour.

http://www.childnetint.org/kia/primary/smartadventure/default.aspx
Captain Kara & Winston - chapters 1 to 3
supplementary activities - explore Dongle the Rabbit
http://www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/help/web/besmart.shtml

to increase awareness: of different types of drugs, their effects and their dangers; health and safety skills and suitable way of handling medicines

DRUGS EDUCATION

What’s the Score on Drugs

What’s the Score on Drugs

What’s the Score on Drugs

Lesson 1 Which situations involve Risk? Yr 3 pg.2

Lesson 3 Feeling better - feeling great Yr 3 pg. 6

Lesson 5 Keeping myself safe Yr 3 pg. 10

Lesson 2 People who work with Drugs Yr 3 pg 5

SEX AND
RELATIONSHIP
EDUCATION (SRE)

Keeping Healthy – exercise , diet, immune system

Lesson 4. What do labels tell us? Yr 3 pg. 7
Changes in my body
Babies – how they grow
Keeping Safe

Lesson 6. Is this risky? Yr 3 pg. 11

Hygiene - washing, clean clothes etc

